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BACKGROUND

DATA.. HISTORY AND FORECASTS
Q.

Has demand for petroleum products increased since
the embargo?

A.

Domestic consumption of energy is now beginning to
increase again and is estimated to keep growing, .
although at a 'slower rate than prior to the eIrtbargo •.
The latest figures show total domestic demand to be
at 18.2 million barrels per day (MMB/D) as compared
to 17.7 MMB/D at the close of 1973. Gasoline
consumption dropped 3.4 percent during the first.9
months of 1974 (as compared to 1973),.buthas
increased since September.bu about 300,000 barrels
per day.

Q.

What about production and importle.vels?

A.

Domestic oil procuction continues to decline as
older fields have reached their peak. During the
first eleven months of 1974, aomestic production
averaged 8.8 MMB/D as compared to 9.2 MMB/D in 1973.
As .~ result, imports continue to rise even with
present high prices. We are now importing 7.3 MMB/D
(average of 6.8 MMB/D in last quarter of 1974), as
compared to 6.5 MMB/D in October, 1973, the month
prior to the embargo •.

Q.

What about coal production?

A.

Coal (approximately 20 percent of domestic energy
production) was the only major energy source that
showed increased output during the first three
quarters of 1974. Coal production in October was
5 percent above its level for the same period in
1973. However, the strike in November interrupted
coal output and the industry has not yet regained
former production levels.

Q.

Do you foresee any shortages in the next 6 months?

A.

We do not expect shortages of petroleum products bu~
we do project large shortages for natural gas, ash 7gh
asl4%. The greatest impact will be felt by electr1c
utilities and industries that receive natural gas on an·
interruptible contract basis. These curtailments oe.
natural gas have already had a serious impact on
employment.

•
o.

How high are current inventories?

A.

FEA figures indicate that December, 1914 crude oil
stocks were about 20 million barrels higher (thi~ is
an adjusted figure to account for dispariti~s between
the American Petroleum Institute and FEA repo~tin9
methods) than the same period of 1973. Similarly,
stocks for refined petroleum products·werehiqherin
December 1974 than the corresponding month in 1973 due
to reduced demand and increased imports • Coal stocks,
however, are down as a result oft.he recent UMW strike.

NEAR-TERM

ACTIO~S

IMPORT FEE, TAX AND DECONTROL

Q.

'will the fee on imports create additional profits
for the oil companies?

A.

No, the import fee, by itself, will not increase
industry profits.
However, the fee will place
an upward pressure ·on the price for crude.
Since
the price for uncontrolled domestic crude will rise
to meet the world price, industry profits will also
rise.
This is why we are calling for a windfall
profits tax as part of the energy proposals.
It
will be retroactive to collect any profits caused
by Administrative actions.

Q.

Won't certain areas of the country which are heavily
dependent on crude oil or product imports suffer a
disproportionate burden as a result of the tariff?

A.

No. The FEA is currently administering a program
which substantially equalizes the cost of crude oil
to all domestic refiners.
This crude equalization
program aids refiners with high crude costs at the
expense of other, refiners which have access to
price-controlled domestic crude. Further, the
product fees will be less than crude fees; there
will he. a $3;fee..on crude .and a $1.-20 fee on refined
products in 'April.'

Q.

How does a tax or fee achieve our national energy
goals?

A.

As a result of these measures, petroleum products
will become more expensive relative to other goods
and services, thereby encouraging conservation and
disco.uraging consumption. Also, making imports
more expensive than domestic supplies of petroleum
encourages the production of domestic crude oil .

Q.

Will. the fee help to lower world crude prices
and protect us from another embargo?

A.

The fee program will help to reduce our imports
of foreign oil by reducing our overall demand.
As a result, we will have less demand for products
from some OPEC nations •.. To this extent, i t may
affect some prices being charged by certain OPEC
nations.
But. overall, the fee will have a minimal
effect on lowering world crude pric~s in the
immediate future.

.,

Q.

Why didn't you tighten the mandatory allocation
program which you already have authority to
administer rather than raising prices? Why no.t
rationing?

A.

The mandatory allocation program was designed in
response to an emergency situation, and does not
address the more basic economic issues. A tighter
mandatory allocation program could necessitate a
significant increase in the Federal bureaucracy
and could mean a return to the long gasoline lines
we experienced last winter. Additionally, rationing
and price control programs are inevitably
discriminatory against those who would enter the
market and provide competition.
While the Administration~ program, which relies on
the market forces, is more effective, the President
announced his intention to guarantee reaching the
goals by using his authority to limit imports if
necessary.

Q.

How much more expensive will gasoline and other
products be?

A.

On the average, if costs of a crude import $3 fee are
spread evenly among all products, prices of gasoline and
other petroleum products refined from the higher
priced imported crude could rise as much as 5 cents
per gallon (controlled domestic oil will stay at
the same price).
The total tax package and decontrol ~iould ultimately add
about $4'a·.barrel (10 ,cents per gallon) to the average
costs of 'all produc'ts.

Q.

What are the limits to the President's power to
institute a fee?

A.

The President may impose a fee in response to a
national security finding and should be established
at that amount sufficient to offset the threat to
na tional secur·ity •

Q.

What additional actions are you asking from Congress?

A.

In conjunction with the establishment of the fee, we are
asking congress'f9r . ..an-excise tax on domestic'crude oil
. (and will' maintain a fee on all imports) I_ the decontrol of
old. crude oil, d-eregulation of new natural gas, windfall
profits- :tax, and a. natural gas excise tax.

Q.

What are the differences between a tax, a fee and
a tariff?

A.

All three are charges which can be used to produce
revenue and all three have the effect of reducing
demand. The differences lie in the source of
authority to levy the charge. A tax must be levied
by Congress for the purpose of raising domestic
revenue. A tariff is a charge against imports and
must also be authorized by the Congress. A fee is
also levied on imported material but may be set for
non-revenue purposes and need not be legislated.

Q.

How much oil will the combined tax/fee program· save?

A.

The overall tax-package will save an estimated
1.6 MMB/D in 1977 and about 1.0 MMB/D in 1975.

Q.

will there be rationing?

A.

No, not unless another emergency embargo situation
necessitates it.

Q.

Why not?

A.

Rationing will not solve our long-term problems
and will create severe energy disruptions in life
styles and would require a large bureaucracy to
administer.

Q.

Wouldn't it be better to reduce demand by imposing
import quotas instead of raising prices through a
fee?

A.

No, it would not. Import quotas can cause disparities
in the marketplace by mandating specific, allowable
levels of products into the country. By raising'
prices via ,a fee, the individual consumer can
determine in what areas to conserve. While we are
not considering the use of import quotas at this
time, we will submit legislation requesting the
authority to use tariffs, import quotas or other
measures to achieve energy price levels necessary
to reach our aoals. The Messaqe stated tha't Presidential
power to limit oil imports would be used if necessary.
Q.

'What is the effect of decontrolling domestic old
oil?

A.

Prices on the domestic market will rise to meet
world oil prices, and oil industry profits will. also
rise. This is why we must have immediate enactment
of a windfall profits tax - to preclude this from
happening.

Q.

Why are you requesting the deregulation of
natural gas prices?

A.

I want to let the free market work to the maximum
extent possible. The deregulation of natural gas
prices will greatly encourage higher production
levels in'the long run. As you know, we are
currently faced with a natural gas shortage of
14 percent for this winter. In the short run,
higher prices will serve to lessen demand and will
therefore mitigate the severity of this projected
shortage.

Q.

Isn't the ultimate effect of this action going to
be increased prices to the consumer?

A.

Yes, this will be the effect. We estimatet:hat
the typical monthly natural gas bill.to the
consumer would increase by about $8 by 1985. The
alternative to deregulation is less natural gas
and higher costs for other fuels, such as petroleum
and electricity.

.

.

Q.

. A.

How much will natural gas prices rise in the next
few years?
We estimate that, as a result of deregulation, the
average natural gas prices will rise from 3l¢/mcf
in the interstate market in 1974, to 35¢/mcf in
1975; 38¢/mcf in 1976; and 4l¢/mcf in 1977. The
average national natural gas price will be higher,
because intrastate gas is not controlled.
The estimated market clearing price for natural
gas is 99¢/mcf, and would be reached by 1985.

Q.

Why are you placing an excise tax on domestic
natural gas?

A.

The excise tax on natural gas will approximate the
excise tax and import fees on oil on a Btu equivalency
basis. It will also inhibit preference for natural
gas over oil. This tax will reduce the curtailment
problem and lessen negative employment effects.

Q.

How much will the production of old
oil be stimulated
.'
by price decontrol?

A.

We estimate that price decontrol could result in
an additional 1-2 MMB/O of crude oil production in the
next 3-4 years.
What are the advantages of an import fee over a
gasoline tax?

Q.

A.

An-import fee covers all crude and product imports
and spreads the effects of demand reduction more
evenly than a gas tax. The gasoline tax would have
to be very large to save an equivalent amount of
oil -- at least 30¢ per gallon -- and it would
severely affect the already depressed automobile
industry and numerous related industries.

Q.

Why doesn't the Administration provide priority treatment
in domestic production of crude oil relative to the levying
of tariffs and excise taxes? For example, the fee on
imported crude could be $2.00 per barrel, whereas, the
domestic excise tax would be at $1.50. Won't such action
encourage domestic exploration as a result of an additional
financial incentive?

A.

The immediate import fees will raise the prices of imports
relative to domestic production. In the long-run, and at
the margin, decontrolled domestic crude would rise to the
same selling price as foreign crude, and any differential
in taxes would probably only result in additional profits.
Further, decontrol of old oil and higher prices should
provide sufficient incentives to produce.

NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES
Q.

A.

What is your specific proposal with regard to the
Naval Petroleum Reserves?
There are two 'proposals involved. We have asked
Congress to permit production of the Elk Hills,
California, Naval Petroleum Reserve (NPR-l) under
Navy control and are submitting legislation to the
Congress to authorize the exploration, development
and production of NPR-4 in Alaska. The oil produced
from NPR-l would be used to top off all Defense
Department storage tanks with the remainder to be
sold at auction or exchanged for refined petroleum
.' products used by the Department of Defense. The
. production from NPR-4would Drovide Detroleum for
the domestic economy as well as for defense needs.

Q.

Who will have Government authority for developing
NPR til?'

A.

I have asked the COngress to permit production of
the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve under Navy
control.

Q.

How quickly can NPR-l and NPR-4 be brought onstream?

A.

NPR-l can produce 160,000 barrels per day within a f·ew
months and 300,000 barrels per day by 1977. NPR-4 will
take longer to produce as exploration and development
must first. take place.

Q.

Can we use the Trans-Alaska Pipeline to move NPR-4 oil?

A.

No. North Slope oil production will fill the capacity of'
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline and thus new transportation
facilities will be needed for NPR-4.

Q.

What is the time frame and cost involved in retrieving
oil .and gas from NPR-4 in A~aska?

A.

The development ofNPR-4 will require several years
and production is not expected before 1982 at the earliest.
The cost would be more than $400 million if- exploration is .
done by the Government. If any part of NPR-4 is leased
commercially, revenues could more than offset costs. I't
is estimated that about two million barrels per day can be
produced in NPR-4.

MID-TERM PROGRAM

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF PRODUCTION
Q.

How do you know there are sufficient quantities
of oil and gas in the Outer Continental Shelf to make
its development worthwhile?

A.

We don't know for sure that there are sufficient
quantities for development although geological formations
indicate that there may be. We are reaffirming our
intention to continue an aggressive exploration and
development policy.

Q.

What will be done to insure that the environmental impacts
of oil and gas development in the OCS and other frontier
areas will be kept to safe levels?

A.

We already have an extensive body of law desi~ned
to protect these areas from unacceptable levels of
environmental damage and a whole new level of technology
(environmental monitoring protection) has been developed in
response to these new laws. In the field of oil and gas
developmen~ technical procedures and equipment are now in
use designed to prevent oil spills and to minimize and
control them once they occur. In addition the development
of environmental baselines and the requirement to monitor
the sites under development insures that any adverse effects
will be detected early to allow proper and effective
counteraction.
The Council on Environmental Quality conducted an extensive
study of oil and gas exploration in the offshore areas of
the U.S. and concluded that with proper safeguards, these
areas can be safely developed. The Department of the Interior
has now adopted literally all of the reconunendations of
the CEQ report.
In addition, new .funds are being requested for coastal
zone management to investigate and develop further the
additional safeguards needed to protect our environment.
Of course, before any leasing of frontier areas is done,
there,will be extensive public hearings and environmental
impact statements to advise the public of the safeguards
being taken.

DOMESTIC PRICE UNCERTAINTY
Q.

How would' you determine when our vulnerability to
pressure from oil exportinq countries. i~ hinh...
enough to make a price floor or other measu;'e desirnhJ.e?

A.

Our vulnerability becomes unacceptable when our e~pected
level of imports could not be completely replaced by
emergency storage and standby actions. If the price
of imported oil declines considerably, demand for oil
would increase and import levels would get much higher.

Q.

What is the difference between a quota and a price
floor on imports?

A.

A quota is designed to restrict the actual amount of
imports into the country while a price floor sets a
minimum price for imports so that domestic fuels will
remain economically competitive with foreign sources.

Q.

Wouldn't price floors maintain oil prices you have
claimed are exorbitant?

A.

We would have no intention of setting a floor price at
current world oil price levels ($11-12 per barrel).
Rather, price floors could conceivablY De set at a
significantly lower level and still keep traditional
domestic sources economic.

CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS

Q.

Will the Clean Fuels Deficit be eliminated by Y9ur
proposed energy actions?

A.

Yes. ·The Clean Fuels Deficit is a term used to
describe the potential shortage of low sulfur coal
needed to meet emission limitations in 1975 and
beyond. ~his shortage of low sulfur coai was at one
point estimated.to be as high as 200 million tons by
mid-1975.- The alternatives to these actions would be
to curtail coal burning, thereby curtailing electric
energy generatiqn, or to import low sulfur oil to fill
the ··low- s:ulfu.l:=~Qal 9~P§i, thereby_increasing _our. oil l
imports. The actions I propose include voluntary
revision of State emission limitations, implementation
of supplementary control systems and extensions of .
compliance deadlines to eliminate this problem.

o.

By rel~xing Jauto emission requirements, aren't you
letting the auto industry off the hook and at the same
time lowering the quality of our air?

A.

No. We are actually moving to a tougher standard
than now in force. I would like to emphasize that
compliance with the legislative standards will still
be required and cleaner air will thus be achieved.
The interim standards set carbon monoxide and hydro
carbon emissions at the current California levels
(9.0 grams and .9 grams per mile respectively) and
NO x emissions at 3.1 grams per mile for all States
except California, where 2.0 grams per mile will still
be required. Thus, the quality of our air will not be
significantly impaired nor will we be retreating to the
uncontrolled emission levels allowed before the passage
of the Clean Air Act.
The proposal to extend the time required to comply
with the original 1977 auto emission standards is
based. on the need to balance fuel conservation with
the Clean Air Act requirements; simply proceeding with
the present schedule for emission controls would have
involved the additional consumption of 1 1/2 to 5 1/2
... billion gallons of gasoline per year by 1980,; By
extending the time required to comply with the final
emission limitations we achieve fuel conservation in
the form of a 40 P7rcent fuel efficiency improvement.

Q.

What are your plans for stack gas scrubbers?

A.

Certainly some types of scrubbers have not reached
the level of effectiveness that other designs have
reached. However, scrubbers will play an important
role in our future expanded use of coal'. By 1985,
we expect that all plants which need scrubbers will
have them •

Q.

A.

.'

,

Won't the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act (ESECA) Amendments
which you are proposing mean a retreat from our present
efforts to clean the nation's air?
No, it will not. There will-be a delay in achieving
certain standards but the commitment remains firm.
The purpose of these proposed amendments is to facilitate
the use. of coal thereby reducing our dependence on
imported oil and to resolve the clean fuels shortage
created by the unavailability of low sulfur coal and
stack gas scrubbers. In no way are they intended to
trade off our environmental needs for some quick energy
solutions.

Q.
A.

How will your plan to convert electric utilities from
, oil to coal affect air quality?
There may be an absolute increase in air pollution
as a result of converting from oil to coal but the
burning of coal itself will not adversely affect air
quality since all coal conversion candidates will
have to develop plans for complying ~ith primary
air quality standards. These plans must be approved
by the Environmental Protection Agency before con
version orders may be placed in effect. In certain
instances, an oil burning facility required to convert
to coal may have difficulty obtaining the necessary
low sulfur coal or pollution contro~ equipment. Such
facilities will not be converted unless they can comply
with ambient air quality standards which protect health.

•

•

Q.

It has been reported that the delays you propose in
auto emission requirements represent a deal with Detroit
to gain your 40% fuel efficiency goal -- is this true?

A.

No, there is no deal involved. But this action is a
recognition of the \technical limitations that now exist.
in trying to meet both the auto emission requirements
as they presently exist and the 40% increased fuel
efficiency goal. By allowing for the delay we are
providing for a more gradual and less disruptive
development of emission control equipment while at the
sarne time achieving a 40% increase in fuel efficiency.

STRIP MINING LEGISLATION
Q.

A.

How will your proposed strip m1n1ng bill differ
from the proposed' bill which Congress developed
and you vetoed?
On December 30, .1974, I gave my objections to the
strip mining bill proposed by Congress. The
Congressional bill would have resulted in a
reduction in coal production, and also contained
too ~ny vague and unclear requirements that could
have led to an.eJC,tensive litigation between the
Federal Government and various private interest.
groups. The bill I will propose will be similar in
.many respects to the bill developed by Congress
but amended to minimize these objections.

COAL LEASING AND PRICES

Q.

Why do we need increased coal leasing in the
United States?

A.

In order for the nation to meet the goals I have
announced, we must act quickly to remove constraints
and provide new incentives for domestic production.
We must focus our production capability on coal as it
is our most abundant domestic resource. The Federal
Government owns over 200 billion tons of coal reserves,
but only 6 billion tons are c~rrently scheduled to
support production by 1980. Thus, we should move
ahead to design a new program of coal leasing and
should speea up proauct~on trom these leases, pro
viding the environmental impact of these actions
is acceptable.

Q.

What was the effect of the United Mine Workers strike
on coal prices?

A.

Coal prices rose substantially on the spot market in
anticipation of and during the UMW strike. The cost
·of the new UMW contract will add approximately $2-3
to the price of a ton of coal in 3 years. Other factors
continue to exert upward pressure on coal prices, the
most notable of which is the return to the use 'of less
expens~ive coal in place of "higher priced oil by electric
utilities.

Q.

Even though the reserves are there, can the coal industry
produce as much coal as we need in the short term?

A.

If we eliminate the uncertainties surrounding coal
production, we can substantially close the gap betwe~n
coal supply and demand. The program I have outlined
addresses all these uncertainties (stripmining legis
lation, coal leasing, Clean Air Act implementation,
oil import policy, natural gas pricing policy and
electricity demand) and should serve to assure an
increased production of coal. We may not, however,
be able to assure that coal production meets our
demands in the very near future due to the current
high oil prices and the shortage of natural gas which
heightens coal use.
Increased coal production is also
constrained by manpower and equipment shortages in
the short term.

~

e

e
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Why are you proposing rate increases in a time of
d:ouble-digit inflation?

A.

The increases in cost of electricity must be paid
either directly by consumers, or indirectly through
Government subsidy. Direct increases will cut back
demand and reduce the overall increase required.
A Government subsidy, on the other hand, means that.
everybody pays, whether they use more or less.
Therefore, price increases for electricity will
assure that those who use more, pay more.

Q.

I'm using less electricity but paying more.

A.

Under last year's unusual circumstances (unprecedented
oil price increases) the average per unit cost·of
electricity to industry rose 55 percent and 20 percent
to res~dential consumers. This increase was so large
that it offset most efforts to cut consumption.
Rates should not increase as fast this year.

Q.

Isn't the electric utility industry already making
record profits?

A.

Profits did increase through 1973. However, in 1974,
they began to decline. For the first three quarters
of 1974, aggregate profits for the utility industry
declined by about 7 percent from those of the equivalent
period of 1973. The critical issue, however, is that
investor-owned electric utilities are now earning
less than three times their total interest charges.
A number of utilities are only barely meeting statutory
requirements for interest coverage.

Q.

How do you intend to monitor what electric utilities pay
for fuel to make sure they are trying to be as cost
conscious as possible?

A.

Our proposal calls for the appropriate local regulatory
authority to allow a justified fuel pass-through. It
will continue to be the function of that authority to
oversee these regulations.

ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Q.

What legislative- changes are you proposing for
electric utility rate structures?

A.

The legislation we are proposing will require state
regulatory authorities to permit the utilities under
their jurisdiction to generate sufficient revenues
to cover costs during a period of rapid inflation
and heavy capital expansion requirements.
Three of tp.e provis:i,.ons, including the' cost of" construction
work in· progr.ess in .. t,he- ·rat~.~base. mandating' fuel adjustment
pass-tbroughs, a·nd setting a.5 month ma~iInum processing
time for. regulatory hearings, would require all authorities
to ~dopt·· prQcedures that are now being used in many
jurisdictions.J
The off-peak pr1c1ng proposal would prevent authorities
from limiting electric utilities in their efforts to
increase r~venues by selling more power" during slack
demand per10ds,.

o.

You said you would take further actions to aid electric
utilities if necessary. What actions do you anticipate?

A.

At· this time, more than 60 percent of all planned
nuclear plants have been delayed or cancelled. The
Energy Resources Council will be working with the
utilities and, if warranted, we will propose additional
measures to get these plants going again.

Q.

Many of these proposals will lead to increases in
utili ty rates. .How large will these increases be?

A.

The inclusion of Construction Work in Progress in
the rate base would add about 11 percent a year to
prices and the limitation on rate decision delay
would .add about 5 percent next year, and probably
less thereafter. The other proposals would add
1 to 2 percent to rates. In all, for the first full
Y2ar in which the charges would take effect, the
additional increase would be almost. 20 percent.

I

Q.

Why?
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At-this time, more than 60 percent of all planned
'nuclear plants have been delayed or cancelled. The
Energy Resources Council will be working with the
utilities and, if warranted, we will propose additional
measures to get these plants going again.

Q.

Many of these proposals will lead to increases in.
utility rates.. ,How large will these increases be?

A.

The inclusion of Construction Work in Progress in
the rate base would add about 11 percent a year to
prices and the limitation on rate decision delay
would add about 5 percent next year, and probably
less thereafter. The other proposals would add
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year in which the charges would take effect, the
additional increase would be almost 20 percent.
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Q.

Why?

Q.

A.

~

~

to~main

investor-owned utilities are unable
solvent without Federal intervention, why aren't
you proposing public ownership at the State/municipal
level or nationalization?

Public ownership as a solution implies that such
ownership can solve the problem more cheaply.
However, there is no consensus that publicly owned
power is cheaper than privately owned power in the
United States, except to the extent that it receives
subsidization through cheaper capital and lower taxes.
Such subsidy would tend to stimulate consumption
relative to private ownership, and would be more
expensive in the long run.

Q.

Aren't you suggesting an infringement of states'
rights? Isn't this unconstitutional?

A.

While regulation of utility rates has traditionally
been under State jurisdiction, the interest of the
country as a whole is at stake. Specifically,
the
Interstate Commerce Clause gives the Federal Government
the authority to regulate activities that affect
interstate commerce - and it has been determined that
consumption of electricity does affect interstate
commerce. Most of these proposals are not new 'and
already exist in many states. What we propose will
establish uniformity across the nation resulting in
more equitable treatment of all public utilities.

ENERGY FACILITY SITING

-

Q.

What will the role of the States be in energy
facility siting?

A.

Under the proposed facilities siting legislation,
States will be required to develop and submit
comprehensive management plans to the FEA for the .
siting and construction of needed energy facilities
within their boundaries. Each management plan will
have to be approved by the FEA before State implementation
may begin.

Q.

What if FEA does not approve a plan?

A.

If a State fails to formulate an acceptable plan,
the FEA Administrator may promulgate an energy facility
management program for the State to administer.

Q.

Can a State veto an FEA promulgated plan?

A.

No.

Q.

will the bill authorize FEA to overturn a state
decision on a particular site application?

A.

No. If a State fails to comply with the plans
requirements in a particular case, the applicant
may seek relief in the courts.

Q.

A.

~

~

to~main

investor-owned utilities are unable
solvent without Federal intervention, why aren't
you proposing public ownership at the State/municipal
level or nationalization?

Public ownership as a solution implies that such
ownership can solve the problem more cheaply.
However, there is no consensus that publicly owned
power is cheaper than privately owned power in the
United States, except to the extent that it receives
subsidization through cheaper capital and lower taxes.
Such subsidy would tend to stimulate consumption
relative to private ownership, and would be more
expensive in the long run.

Q.

Aren't you suggesting an infringement of states'
rights? Isn't this unconstitutional?

A.

While regulation of utility rates has traditionally
been under State jurisdiction, the interest of the
country as a whole is at stake. Specifically,
the
Interstate Commerce Clause gives the Federal Government
the authority to regulate activities that affect
interstate commerce - and it has been determined that
consumption of electricity does affect interstate
commerce. Most of these proposals are not new 'and
already exist in many states. What we propose will
establish uniformity across the nation resulting in
more equitable treatment of all public utilities.

~~

ENERGY FACILITY SITING

,

Q.

What will the role of the States be in energy
facility siting?

A..

Under the proposed facilities siting legisiation,
States will be required to develop and submit
comprehensive management plans to the FEA for the .
siting and construction of needed energy facilities
within their boundaries. Each management plan will
have to be approved by the FEA before State implementation
may begin.

Q.

What if FEA does not approve a plan?

A.

If a State fails to formulate an acceptable plan,
the FEA Administrator may promulgate an energy facility
management program for the State to administer.

Q.

Can a State veto an FEA promulgated plan?

A.

No.

Q.

will the bill authorize FEA to overturn a State
decision on a particular site application?

A.

No. If a State fails to comply with the plans
requirements in a particular case, the applicant
may seek relief in the courts.

Q,;

A.
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Are4lbe specific conservation measures you've~oposed
~ough enough to provide the petroleum demand reduction
necessary to achieve the import goal in 1977?
Yes, they are. We are setting a goal to reduce imports
by 2 MMB/O by the end of 1977. The savings from
increased taxes and import fees amounts to 1 .. 6 MMB/D
whfle coal conversion will bring an 0.3 MMB/D'oil saving.
The development of Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve
will allow us to cut another 0.3 MMB/D from our import
needs and additional conservation programs (public
information, auto efficiency standards, thermal standards,
voluntary appliance standards)
will save even more.
'.

.

Q.

If energy efficiency improvements in the home
effectively reduce fuel costs, why is a tax credit
needed for thermal improvements?

A.

More and more Americans are highly mobile and do
not remain in the same house for long periods of time.
Because of this factor, and because it may.take a few
years ·to make thermal insulation payoff economically,
a ,tax credit will encoura<J& homeowners.to inSUlate now
reqardless 'of how long .they resi.de,~in, ,the same house.

,

Q.

A.

Why do we need long term conservation measures if;
aGcording to the Project Independence Report,
accelerated development of our supplies alone will
lead us to energy independence in 1985 if oil prices
stay at $11 per barrel?
We need long term conservation goals specifically
because we do not expect that the future price of
world oil will be ~ii ana we do not want prices that higb.
Since the world price may drop considerably below $11
per barrel, we must make sure that the resulting
increased demand will not increase our imports. We
also need to stop using energy wastefully and to
preserve our limited oil resources as much as possible.

Q.

Will the conservation program you proposed result in
attainment of the goal of one million barrels per day
savings in imports for 1975 that you established in
your energy message to Congress in October, 1974?

A.

Yes. If it is all carried out -- higher prices
resulting from the tariff and excise taxes, combined
with the comparatively smaller immediate effects of
specific conservation measures, such as the expanded
conservation education program, the development of
the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve, and coal
conversion should provide us with at least one million
barrels per day savings in projected imports by the
fourth quarter of 1975.
However, attainment of this very near term goal is
not enough. Our attention must turn to the far tougher
goals of reducing our vulnerability to foreign supply
curtailments through 1977, and eliminating it by 1985.

"

e

Secondly, because the economics of insulation do
hot payoff quickly, homeowners will have to pay
higher first costs. In this period of recession
many will find it difficult to pai higher first costs
and a tax credit will help.

Q.

Has the 55 m.p.h. speed limit been effective?

A.

Yes. Lower speed limits are directly attributable
to lower death rates on our highways and is a
factor in reduced gasoline consumption. As you
know, the President just signed into law a bill
making the 55 m.p.h. speed limit a national
mandatory limit for interstate highways and urges
all State Governors to vigorously enforce this
limit.

Q.

What steps are you taking to assure that conservation
goals are met by industry?

A~

Members of the Administration have been meeting with
industrial leaders on a regular basis to work out
programs of industrial conservation. We are receiving
commitments from these industries to conserve more
energy and I am con,fident that industry is prepared
to conserve as much as possible. If savings are
not achieved by voluntary means, however, mandatory
m~asures will be considered~

Q.

A.·

Q.

A.

•

Are4lhe specific conservation measures you've~oposed
~ough enough to provide the petroleum demand reduction
necessary to achieve the import goal in 1977?
Yes, they are. We are setting a goal to reduce imports
by 2 MMB/O by the end of 1977. The sav'ings from
increased taxes and import fees amounts to 1.6 MMB/O
whfle coal conversion will bring an 0.3 MMB/O·oil saving.
The development of Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve
will allow us to cut another 0.3 MMB/O from our import
needs and additional conservation programs (public
information, auto efficiency standards, thermal standards,
voluntary appliance standa~ds) will save even more.

Q.

If energy efficiency improvements in the home
effectively reduce fuel costs, why is a tax credit
needed for thermal improvements?

A.

More and more Americans are highly mobile and do
not remain in the same house for long periods of time.
Because of this factor, and because it may take a few
years to make thermal insulation payoff economically,
a tax credit will encouraqe homeowners.to insulate now
reqardlessof how l0!lgthey resJ.de.~in ..thes·ame house.

Why do we need long term conservation measures if;
aqcording to the Project Independence Report,
accelerated development of our supplies alone will
lead us to energy independence in 1985 if oil prices
stay at $11 per barrel?
We need long term conservation goals specifically
because we do not expect that the future price of
world oil will be ~~~ ana we do not want prices that high.
Since the world price may drop considerably below $11
per barrel, we must make sure that the resulting
increased demand will not increase our imports. We
also need to stop using energy wastefully and to
preserve our limited oil resources as much as pc;>ssible.

Secondly, because the economics of insulation do
not payoff quickly, homeowners will have to pay
higher first costs. In this period of recession
many will find it difficult to pay higher first costs
and a tax credit will help.
Q.

Has the 55 m.p.h. speed limit been effective?

A.

Yes. Lower speed limits are directly attributable
to lower death rates on our highways and is a
factor in reduced gasoline consumption. As you
know, the President just signed into law a bill
making the 55 m.p.h. speed limit a national
mandatory limit for interstate highways and urges
all State Governors to vigorously enforce this
limit.

Q.

What steps are you taking to assure that conservation
goals are met by industry?

A.

Members of the Administration have been meeting with
industrial leaders on a regular basis to work out
programs of industrial conservation. We are receiving
commitments from these industries to conserve more
energy and I am cOQfident that industry is prepared
to conserve as much as possible. If savings are
not achieved by voluntary means, however, mandatory
m~asures will be considered~

Q.

A.

However, attainment of this very near term goal is
not enough. Our attention must turn to the far tougher
goals of reducing our vulnerability to .f6reign supply
curtailments through 1977, and eliminating it by 1985.

"
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Q.

Will the mandatory thermal standards delay recovery
for the construction industry anticipated during the
second half of 1975?

A.

Since the mandatory thermal standards proposed will
take six months to formulate, and subsequently will
be. implemented .in a p,hased program over three years,
th~s conservat~on action should have no impact on'
the recovery of construction expected during 197?

Q.

Why did you decide against mandatory appliance
standards?

A.

As in the case of automobile efficiency standards,
before the Government should intervene in the market
place, industry should be provided an opportunity
to demonstrate that it can act responsibly and responsively
to the higher value on energy. For this reason, we
have allowed a short period for industry to voluntarily
institute measures to increase energy efficiency in
appliances and have asked the Energy Resources Council
to work with industry to establish the voluntary standards.

Q.

lihy haven't you initiated any new public transportation
programs?

A.

We are already doing a number of things to stimulate
use of mass transit, including a rapid increase in
funds for its development. Additional actions have
not been taken because they would only result in small
additional savings of energy.

Q.

Do you think your total energy program places as much
emphasis on conservation as it does on resource
development?

A.

Yes. The program being proposed is a tough' mandatory
energy conservation program and relies,heavily on conser
vation to reduce imports in the short-term.

•

EMERGENCY PLANNING MEASURES

•

EMERGENCY STORAGE

•

Q.

What kind .of specific autharity are yau requesting
with regard ta emergency starage?

A.

We are requesting autharity ta create and maintain
a strategic reserve capacity .of mare than 1 bill ian
barrels .of petraleum and petraleum products and the
autharity ta determine under what circumstances and
ta what extent thase reserves shauld be used during
emergency situatians. This is sufficient ta pravide
3 millian barrels .of ail per day far a full year.

Q.

What is the benefit .of a starage pragram ta safeguard
against an embarga if it wan't be aperatianal until
1980?

A.

While it is true that a starage pragram wan't be
fully aperatianal befare 1980, it will pravide same
pratectian between naw and then as stacks are
gradually accumulated. Further, we will need the
pratectian pravided by a starage pragram after 1980,
as the natian will cantinue ta be dependent upan
fareign impartstameet same partianaf its energy
needs. During this interim periad, we will cantinue
.our' effarts taward stringent canservatian by all
cansuming natians.

Q.

Haw will the pragram be financed and will the .owner
ship be public .or private?

A.

We have nat firmly established yet haw the pragram
will be financed .or wha will awn the starage facilities.
These questians will be fully explared later in the
planning and engineering stage.

Q.

What products will be stared - crude as well as refined
praducts?

A.

We currently anticipate that we will stare predam
inantly crude .oil, althaugh there will prabably be
same starage .of petraleum praducts, mainly far the
needs .of the Nartheastern part .of .our cauntry. The
specific amaunts .of each type .of starage will be
determined in the planning stages.

o.

•

Why would oil be stored in salt domes located in
the Gulf Coast, when other regions are heavily
import dependent?

A.

Suitable salt domes provide inexpensive storage
facilities and are located near crude oil distri
bution centers, refineries, and transportation
facilities. Thus, during an embargo, oil stored
in salt domes will be readily available to all
sections of the country at equitable cost.

O.

How will the military b'e provided for in the event
of another embargo?

A.

Of the 1.3 billion barrels of petroleum emergency
storage capacity, .300 million barrels will be reserved
for national defense needs in case of an emergency.

Q.

Won't petroleum for storage have to be purchased
from high priced foreign oil?

A.

No. We will not purchase significant quantities
of oil for at least a couple of years, at which
time prices may have broken. In addition, ou~
strategic reserves will be partially filled from
domestic sources.

Q.

Will we store all the oil in salt domes, or will some
be stored in conventional tanks?

A.

The type of s.torage facility, location ~nd the mix .
of crude oil and product to be stored w~ll be determ~ned
in a report to Congress one year after enactment of the
Strategic Reserve Bill. However, preliminary studies
indicate that crude oil will comprise the majority of
the reserve and will be stored in salt domes, although
there will probably be selected product storage in
steel tanks.

•

STANDBY AUTHORITY

Q.

What kind of standby authority are you asking for?

A.

The main features of the proposed legislation to
deal with emergency situations are:
to allocate and control the price of domestic oil;
to ration end use of energy directly if necessary;
to implement energy conservation programs;
to increase domestic oil production and allocate
supplies of critical materials.
to regulate and control petroleum inventories.
This legislation will also contain authority for
the u.S. to comply with the International Energy
Program requiring international sharing of oil in
times of emergency.

Q.

Why are you asking Congress for standby energy
emergency authorities?

A.

In an emergency situation, such as an embargo, the
President should have the authority to act quickly
and effectively to minimize the impact on this
country_ Furthermore, standby conservation authority
is one of the requirements of the International Energy
Plan. I must emphasize, however, that this is "standby"
authority to be activated only in a time of crisis.

•

LONG-TERM ACTIONS

•

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Q.

What are you doing about solar energy development?

A.

Federal funding for solar energy R&D has climbed from
approximately $3 million in FY 1972 to approximately
$50 million in FY 1975. The recently enacted Solar
Heating and Coo1ing.Demonstration Act of 1974 provides
an additional $60 million over five years for
developing and demonstrat~ng solar heating and cooling
technology. Planning is well underway to implement
this program. The Solar Research and Development Act
whicb was also just recently enacted authorizes another
$75 million in FY 1976 for solar energy R&D. The
Administration is continuing to review the requirements
of the program to determine the appropriate level of
funding that can be usefully spent over the next five
years to develop solar energy technology.~

Q.

What are your specific proposals with regard to
increa~ing nuclear R&D?

A.

Nuclear energy holds great promise in satisfying our
energy demand. Unfortunately, it now accounts for only
1% of our energy needs due to technical problems,
construction delays, and other bottlenecks which have
slowed its progress. We are markedly increasing the
budget appropriation for nuclear waste disposal .and
for continued improvements in safeguards.

Q.

Will your Synthetic Fuels Commercialization program
encourage oil shale development at the expense of the
environment?

A.

No. The program could lessen environmental impacts
if we can learn to commercialize cleaner types of
production, such as in-situ processing of oil .shale.
In addition, one of the important purposes of this
program will be to investigate and determine the
environmental problems associated with synthetic fuels
development and to identify the solutions.
Only when we have developed commercially useable
technologies which are environmentally acceptable
~will we proceed to the final step of full commercial
implementation.

•

Q.

Many environmentalists are concerned about the
development and use of the nuclear breeder reactor
what is the Administration's position on this issue?

A.

We have continued support of an expanded R&D program
for breeder reactors and will spend over $500
million in FY 76 to answer some of these questions.
All projections indicate that nuclear power will
become an increasingly important source of electric
power generation. However, for such growth to occur,
nuclear fuel will need tp be readily available, for
our supply of economicaliy available domestic nuclear
'fuel ,is limited. Thus, we must supple~ent this domestic
supply by developing other supply sources.
The breeder reactor is one such supply source.
, Other sources of nuclear fuel and other methods for
nuclear power generation are also being investigated.

Q.

What role will ERDA play in achieving these goals?

A.

ERDA's mission is to develop ways of using solar
energy, geothermal energy, nuclear power, coal
gasification and other new or undeveloped energy
sources and will play a major role in achieving our
long-term goals.

•

ECONOMIC IMPACT

.

ECONOMIC IMPACT

•

Q.

What impact will be made on the Federal budge.t by
those programs proposed within the energy message?

A.

There will be very small budget impacts in FY 75.
In FY 76 these programs could increase Federal'
obligations by 100-200 million dollars, ~ostly for
conservation and facility siting programs, but of
course those are more than offset by the revenues
raised by the conservation tax measures.
The emergency storage program will be financed from
a special 'fund which will utilize revenues from Naval
Petroleum Reserve prodUctlon-.;:.·...

Q.

The Administration expects prices of energy and.
energy-intensive goods to rise, and plans .to
offset the impact by reducing income taxes.. Won't
this affect individuals and income groups differently?
Will low-income households tend to be affected more?
How does the Administration plan to assist low-income
households?
.

A..

Individuals and income groups will be affected
differently by these proposals. What we can ds and
are doing is to provide a level of tax relief that
will stimulate the entire economy for the benefit
of all citizens. These tax cuts proposed by the
Administration will provide relief to low-income
households. In addition a rebate of $80 per adult
will be provided to individuals whose incomes are
so low that t~~y do. not pay taxes.
"

.~-'.

Q.

What are the long run and short run effects of the
President's program on the regional costs of energy?

A.

While there will be some significant fuel pric.e increases
in the Northeast, the uneven regional effects will be
dealt with through the existing cost equalization program
and lower product import fees. In the longer term,
reg!onal effects will be handled by decontrolling the
price of crude oil and thus eliminating any "petroleum .
price differentials.

Q.

What will the effects of the program be. on the economy
in terms of inflation an~ recession?

A.

This program contains the balancing elements essential
to meet the problems inherent in the existing economic
environment. It will reduce our balance of payments,
increase domestic resource development, and encourage
recognition of the need for energy conservation and the
fact that energy is no longer abundant. This program
will produce higher prices in the short run which will
result in a one-time increase in inflation, but will
prepare us for dealing with future energy disruptions
which could be devastating to our economy.

Q..

How much will all your programs increase the average
family's bills in a year?

A.

This program is estimated to increase the average middle
income family's energy budget by about $250 in 1975.

Q.

What will be the effect of this program on the dollar
outflow for oil?

A.

The United States spent $2.7 billion on petroleum
imports in 1970. This dollar outflow rose to
$23.6 billion in 1974. If no new actions are
initiated, we estimate the petroleum revenue
outflow to reach $32.1 billion in 1977 and $32.4
billion in 1985. with this program, we estimate
outflows to be $21.3 billion in 1977 and $12.0
billion in 1985.

•

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

Q.

How do you expect the OPEC producing countries to
react to your energy program?

A.

Most of the OPEC governments have urged on several
occasions that the U. S. and other consumer.countries
adopt policies to encourage conservation and more
rational 7nergy ~se. Many.of them have also suggested
that the ~ndustr~al countr~es accelerate the develop
ment of alternative energy sources to reduce demands
on their non-renewable petroleum reserves. We believe
t~ese features of the President's program will be
v~ewed favorably by the producing countries as well
as by other importing countries.

Q.

Will we get any North Sea. oil?

A.

While the United States will strive to achieve energy
independence, we will still have to import some oil and
will try to import from relatively secure sources. We
will pursue negotiations with Mexico and with North.Sea
oil producers to add imports from these areas.

Q.

Regarding Canada's decision to phase out exporting
crude to the U.S., what effect will this have on the
U.S., particularly on the Upper Midwest supply and
demand situation?

A.

Domestic refiners in the upper Midwest wi1.1 be Obliged
to obtain their crude oil from alternate sources. This
will probably require the construction or expansion of
pipeline capacity. Marketers in this region may be able
to obtain refined products from Canada should a crude
shortfall develop in the interim. Demand will be
unaffected unless a severe product shortage arises,
with its attendant gasoline lines and other inconveniences.
Careful planning and timing should enable the change in
supply patterns to take place with a minimum .of
disruptions in product availability or price.

Mexican oii?

•

GENERAL

•

GENERAL

Q.

Do you believe that the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) is a hindrance to the development of domestic
energy production?

A.

No, I do not. NEPA was promulgated to insure that
environmental concerns were considered in Government
decision making. Because of this new, major consideration,
decision making will in many instances take more time and
require more detailed review than was required in the past.
However, this process should ensure that the energy projects
selected will maintain the quality of the environment.

Q.

What would be the projected profit picture for the oil
industry this year if a windfall profits tax were enacted?
If one were not enacted?

A.

Either way, we estin-ate that profits will be relatively
constant this year. If we maintain price controls but
do not enact a windfall profits tax, we can expect industry
profits to remain stable. If we decontrol old oil and
enact a tax, we can expect a small decrease in profits from
last year's levels.

Q.

What are you going to do about getting New England
to build refineries?
.

A.

The'Administration intends to encourage refinery
construction in all areas of the country and particularly
in those in whi.ch there is a,significant refining deficit.
In New England, for example, it would be beneficial to
have refining capability now and particularly if Atlantic
oes production begins. Refineries in that area could
offset New England's extensive reliance on product imports
and could create jobs.

Q.

Why do we say that independence and self-sufficiency can
now be attained in 1985 rather than 1980aswas earlier
announced by President Nixon?

A.

After a thorough review of potential domestic supply
and'demand for all fuels, on a·regional basis, we have
concluded that independence by 1980 cannot be attained.
The lead-times for exploring and producing oil from new
sources and for constructing new facilities is too great
to expand domestic supply sufficiently.

•
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Q.

How can you propose great increases in resource
development when it is a fact that there are acute
shortages of materials and equipment throughout the
economy?

A.

At present, many categories of steel products, plate
and tubular goods are in short supply. There is little
that can be done to accelerate supply in the next 2-3
years and that is why this program concentrates on
reducing demand. Within the 1975-1985 time period,
however, new capacity will come on-stream and the
problem will be eased.

Q.

In compiling your energy message, whose statistical data
did you rely on -- industry or government?

A.

Ours. One of the real achievements in the last year
was growth in the capability of the Federal government
to provide its own energy data. The analyses in this
program were developed by the government using its own
reporting systems and analytical tools.

Q.

What can the public do to contribute to the success
of your program?

A.

I am hoping that all Americans will support this program
in every way possible. The most significant contribution
the average consumer can make is in the area of energy
conser:ation -- by installing thermally efficient insula
tion in their homes, by lowering thermostats, by driving
55 MPH and by driving less. The greatest contributions
will come when we all learn how to conserve which is why
I have requested an increase of $4 million in the govern
mentis public information program. We will try to explain
the rationale and effects of this program to all Americans
in the next several weeks.

Q.

What is the effect of the Trans Alaska Pipeline on
domestic supply plans and will it help the situation?
Are there any plans to speed up construction? What
about a second pipeline?

A.

The Trans Alaska Pipeline will supply more than 2 MMB/D
of domestic crude production, almost 20 percent above
current prod~ction level~. _ To a~sure rapid completion
of~the p1pel1ne, the Adm1n1strat1on has already given
priority to its requirements of equipment and materials.
A second pipeline could be constructed later if necessary.
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